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two long focus microscopes, whose axes produced intersect the 
divided circle at the extremities of a diameter. They are read 
by means of a pointer and spider-line micrometer, whose head 
is divided into 300 parts, each of which represent< one second 
of The are carried at such a height that they ! 
easily pass the collimator, and they can be read in any position, I 
and the light from the collimator passes clear under the girder. 

J. E. A. STEGGALL 

THE ABACUS IN EUROPE AND THE EAST I 
AT a late of the Asiatic Society of Japan (reported 

1 

in the Japan Mail}, Dr. Knott read a paper on "The 
Abacus, and its Scientific and Historic Import.'' A portion of 
th.e paper described the various arithmetical processes connected 
With the soroban, the form of the abacus employed in Japan. 
The writer pointed out that in all arithmetical operations up to 

extraction of the cube root, the soroban really possessed 
dts'mct advantages over ordinary ciphering. This in itself ex· 
plained wh>' the instrument, which in Europe is suggestive of 
an infant school, has in the East survived till the present day. 
Th7 rest of the paper was a discussion of the peculiar position 
wh1ch the abacus, used in its widest signification, holds in the 
history of the progress of arithmetic arid mathematics, and of 
science nnd civilisation generally. The following is an abstract 
of the argument, the ultimate object of which was to explain 
why the abacus had died in Europe but lived in China, and 
why the cipher system of numerals had grown up in India but 
not in China. 

The abacus, as used in China and Japan, bears, on the sur· 
face of it, evidence of a foreign origin. The numbers are set 
down on it with the larger denomination to the left-a method 
which could hardly be believed to have been invented by the 
Chinese, who tend to work from right to left, and who have 
always ·named their compound numbers beginning with the 
higher denominations. The Chinaman says "one hundred 
forty-five," as the Englishman does ; but the Englishman once 
said "one htmdred five-and-forty," as the German still does ; 
while in some of the Aryan languag-es of India, and in the 
Arabic of to-day, the number is named "five-and·forty and one 
hundred." The Arab writes from right to left, so that, had the 
abacus been invented by such a people who, so to speak, both 
wrote and spoke inversely, it would have indicated the rium her 
as it does. In fact, the abacus could only have arisen in its 

form amongst a pe'?ple who either wrote and spoke 
d1rectly, or wrote and spoke mversely. As a matter of history, 
the geographical home of the abacus is India, but, unless there 
is conclusive evidence to the contrary, we cannot regard it as 
an invention of Aryan Indians, who, although they wrote 
directly, spoke inversely. They probably borrowed it from the 
Semitic merchants, and these, with their inverse speaking and 
inverse writing, may have invented it, or perhaps received 
it from a direct-speakincr, direct-writing people, such as 
the highly-cultured Accadians seem to have been. The 
abacus wa-; evolved, no doubt, from the human hand, which, 
with its ten fingers, was the only counting-hoard used by 
primitive man. Its course of development is quite distinct from 
that of the symbolic representation of numbers. These latter 
we can trace through four stage,, which may be called the pic
torial, the symbolic, the decimal, and the cipher. The pictorial 
we find in the Egyptian hieroglyphic and the Accadian cunei
form; the symbolic in the hieratic, Phrenician, Hebrew, Greek, 
Roman, and the host of systems which grew up with the deve
lopment and spread of alphabets and syllabaries, and the decimal 
in the simplification of these which live to-day in the Chinese 
and Tamilic systems. Once the decimal stage was reached, its 
general similarity to the abacus indications suggested bringing 
them into still closer correspondence. This took place amongst 
the Aryan Indians, who, along with their brethren of the West, 
very soon discarded the abacus for the, to them, more convenient 
cipher notation. With the Chinese and Tamils, however, no 
'advan<;e was made in this direction, a fact especially surprising 
in the case of the latter, who have lived in close contact with 
peoples that have long used the cipher system of numerals. One 
reason for the Chinese conservatism in so adhering to an un
wieldy notation might he their vertical mode of writing, with 
which no very striking similarity between their symbolising of 

, numbers and the abacus columns would appear. But this does 
not explain the conservatism of the Tamils, who write from left I 
to right, nor yet the per,;istence of the abacus for centuries face 

to face with the Indian cipher system. The explanation is 
to be found in the system of nomenclature, which, being 

di_rect both _Chinese and _the Tamils, fitted perfectly 
wtth the abacus mdicatwns. For this reason the manipulation 

the. abacus in China and J al?an is more rapid and certain than 
ciphenng, and hence, there bemg no advantage for simple arith· 
metical operations in tne latter, the cipher system did not de
velop in these countries, and even when introduced from the 
West in all its vigour could not displace " the rod and the 
heads." An Aryan Indian, with his inverse-speaking, could 
never ·work the abacus with the same facility as the Japanese 
unle.ss he w?rked from to left, a of procedure quite 
fore1gn to h1s nature. It 1s not so foreign to the Chinese and 
Japanese, however, to work from left to right, as shown in the 
formation of each individual ideograph employed in writing. 
Hence the abacus suited the Chinese language better than it did 
any of the Aryan languages in their original mode of number· 
naming. The influence of the notation which was developed 
from sources under the influence of the abacus, has in 
later times compelled many of the Aryan languages to assimilate 
as far as possible to the direct mode of numeration ; but in the 
English fifteen, the Germanfunfzehn, an<! the French qut'me, we 
still have the relics of the original inverse mode of naming, alike 
peculiar to Aryan and Semitic peoples. 

In the course of the discussion which followed, it was men
tioned that Chinese mathematics were first studied in Japan 
about 900 A.D,, and that the Japanese ascend by powers of 
10,000 in their treatment of larger numbers. 

THE GAZETTEER OF RUSSIA' 
WE haye received concl_ud_ing fascicule of the "Geogra-

. ph1cal and _of the Russian Empire," 
published by the Russian Geographtcal Society, and edited by M. 
P. Semenoff. This monumental work, which was begun more 
than twenty years ago, has been now concluded in five large 
octavo volumes, and will remain for many years the most trust
worthy c source of information for the geography of 
the emp1re, exclus1ve of Poland, but inclusive of the former 
R':ssian dominions in America. It may be regretted that the 

of the " Dictionary" has been diverted by so great a 
vanety of geographical, statistical, and administrative work from 
this undertaking, and that therefore the last fascicule appearing 
twenty-three years after the first, tbe statistical information con
tained in _the first. fascicules and volumes has become out of date. 
But notwJthstandmg that, the '' Dictionary" has not become old. 
Its is not in the statistical data it contains ; it is much 
more m the geographical descriptions of the localities 

IS, of each separate government of Russia, Siberia, 
I urkestan, and Caucasus-of the seas that border Russia, and 
their islands. Several articles are excellent and most complete 
monographs, and we need only mention those on the Amur 

Sakhalin, the Northern Ocean, or Turkestan 
geographers of these excellent descriptions of whole 

regwns. . The geology, the flora and fauna of each region 
have recetved much attention. These descriptions will not soon 
be old-they can be only completed. 

At of each, article there is, moreover, a most com
plete btbhography of the larger geographical works in which the 
place described in the article has been mentioned as also 
of monographs dealing with it, and of newspaper This 
bibliography _is invaluable for the geographer. On the whole, . 
the equ:'Llly h1gh of all geographical descriptions and 
the umty of co_nceptl_on m all _of them-the whole ·being the 
work of the edi.tor himself! assisted only by M. Zverinsky and 
very few occaswnal contnbutors--make this " Dictionary" 
occul?y of first an;10ng like publications. An ap· 
pen_d1x IS which Will contain descriptions of such 
regwns as the Th1an-Shan, Ferganah, and Transbaikalia, which 
were m':ch explored during publication of the '' Dictionary." 
They will embody all recent mformation. 

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL 
INTELLIGENCE 

C(_JN of the University of London met on Tuesday 
evemng to C011Slder the report of a Special Committee which 
proposed several important changes in the constitution of the 

Slovar Ros5iy$koy Imperii,' p, P. 
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